A tip of the hat to the man who
masterfully wears every one of his.
Today,
is an
acclaimed singer, songwriter, musician and actor.
He’s a man of many hats, so to speak, wearing each
one in his own pronounced way. But 29 years ago
in April 1986 at Hollywood’s famed Roxy Theatre
during the major-label release party of his debut
album, Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc., Etc., Dwight was just
a displaced 29-year-old following his instincts. Yet
it was at this party that Dwight received a pivotal
piece of advice that has stayed with him all these
years later, and it came from a man he barely knew,
Lenny Waronker, a label head at Warner Bros.
“You don’t know me very well,
I just met you last night, but I’ve
been listening to your music, and
I’ve watched you. If anybody ever
tells you to do something that
goes against your instincts, don’t
do it.” That’s how Dwight retells
the story during our 73-minute
conversation, which touches on
everything from Guitars, Cadillacs,
Etc., Etc. to his new album, Second
Hand Heart, and a lot in between,
including tangents about the Palomino Club (“a benchmark of my
world beginning”), the Vietnam
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War (“the loss of innocence”) and
Sling Blade (see sidebar)—three
topics that have probably never
been discussed in a single conversation with anyone in the history
of the world. With Dwight at the
helm, you throw interview questions
out of the window once he gets the
cogs turning. And they are really
cranking today in L.A.
If anyone in country music has
adhered to the maxim of staying
true to his instincts, it’s Dwight.
And it has paid off in spades for
the “hillbilly music” maverick. In
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his 30-plus-year career, Dwight has
sold more than 25 million albums
worldwide, earned 21 Grammy
nominations and charted five Billboard No. 1 albums. He’s done it
without compromising his highgrade, hard-core, honky-tonk music
. . . or his attire, including the lowtilted Stetson that generally resides
atop his dome and his painted-on
Levi’s, which not even Luke Bryan
could squeeze into. While Dwight’s
instinctive approach to country
music has been unconventional, his
genius is undeniable.
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“I know that the craft of acting is not
something that happens by accident.
It has to do with the rhythm of truth
and how you say what you say as
an actor. The old expression, ‘Does
something have the ring of truth to
it?’ To put it another way, ‘Does it
have the rhythm of truth to it?’ It’s a
performance of a scripted scenario
of life. That fictional scripting, as
with songwriting, is really addressing
larger collective universal truths.”

Dwight has always been a honky-tonk man,
from the late 1950s with his grandmother
(left) to his high school days in the 1970s
(above). (Below) Dwight with heroes
Johnny Cash (center) and Buck Owens.

“There was some reckless abandon
that this album took on with me
continuing to play electric guitar
on some of the tracks. It becomes a
little more aggressive in some ways.
I ain’t good, but I’m loud.”
to fit into round holes. Dwight is no
round peg. Or, here’s another school of
thought: Dwight Yoakam is a madman.
There’s a passage in Lewis Carroll’s
1865 novel, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, where the Mad Hatter asks,
“Have I gone mad?” to which Alice
replies, “I’m afraid so. You’re entirely
bonkers. But I’ll tell you a secret. All the
best people are.” In that sense, Dwight

is one of the best people. If there’s a
fine line between genius and insanity, Dwight erases that line only for
his own amusement. The latest case
in point: Second Hand Heart, a superb
album in which Dwight fuses his vast
musical influences into a singular force.
The 10-song offering—of which
Dwight wrote eight—is a menagerie
of inspirations: Elvis Presley and Roy

DWIGHT CHILDHOOD & TEEN YEARS AND DWIGHT/JOHNNY/BUCK PHOTOS COURTESY ETC ETC COMMUNICATIONS;
HOLLYWOOD STAR BY LUIS MARTINEZ/AFF; BILLY BOB & DWIGHT BY RON WOLFSON/GETTY IMAGES; DWIGHT AS
DOYLE BY MICHAEL YARISH/MIRAMAX FILMS

dwight yoakam continued
That genius began sprouting in
1956 in his Appalachian hometown
of Pikeville, Ky., followed by his high
school days in Columbus, Ohio, where
he fronted garage bands and toured the
Ohio Valley circuit. In 1977, he headed
to Nashville, but Music City, which
was being dominated by the sounds of
Urban Cowboyism, spurned Dwight’s
“hard” honky-tonkin’ country. Instead,
a year later, he boot-scooted west to
California, where progressive-minded
musicians were melding the sounds
of country with punk. The “cowpunk”
scene, as it became known, served as
an affable middle-finger salute to commercial country music. Mohawks and
Stetsons. Signs and Wonders. Dwight
landed gigs playing in Hollywood dive
bars with cowpunkers like Rank and
File, Lone Justice and The Knitters, as
well as with rockers The Blasters and
Los Lobos, and his Bakersfield brand
of country music began to creep back
east with the release of his six-song EP,
Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc., Etc., by tiny Oak
Records in 1984. By 1985, he had a deal
with Warner Bros., and a rerelease of
the album was in the works.
Dwight stayed true to his instincts
on that first album. And he’s remained
true to those instincts with the release
of his 27th—and latest—album, Second
Hand Heart, which arrives via Warner
Bros., where Dwight began his majorlabel recording career 30 years ago.
It also afforded Dwight the chance to
again work with the man who gave
him that sage advice back at the Roxy
Theatre, Lenny Waronker, executive
producer of Second Hand Heart.
“It was the seminal piece of advice I’ve ever been given by anyone in
the business,” says Dwight, who also
teamed up with Lenny on his 2012 critically acclaimed album, 3 Pears. “With
Lenny, there is no ego involved.”
“Ego.” That’s an interesting word
that Dwight brings up, because early
in his career the country music establishment branded Dwight “cocky.”
Nonconformists are often given that
label because execs need round pegs

With appearances in more
than 30 feature films and
television shows, including Panic Room, Wedding
Crashers and Under the
Dome, Dwight Yoakam’s acting chops are as lethal as
his onstage dance moves.
Speaking of lethal, Dwight’s
performance as abusive
boyfriend Doyle Hargraves
in 1996’s Sling Blade, which
was written and directed by
Billy Bob Thornton, is still
one for the ages.
“It will be 20 years ago this
May that we shot it,” says
Dwight. “Wow. I can’t believe that. It will always remain a magical experience
for me. I had done five movies at that point. After being on set a couple of days
and shooting a couple of my
scenes, I remember calling
my manager on the phone
and saying, ‘You know what,
I think I’m in a real one here,
something that will have
an impact. I think Billy Bob
is doing something unique
and lasting as a director and
writer.’ I was really proud to
be a part of it, and I still am.”

Just a couple of sharp-dressed men as
Dwight and actor Billy Bob Thornton swap
clothes at the 1997 BlockBuster Awards.
(Left) Dwight gets his star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in 2003.

Orbison in “Dreams of Clay”; The Ramones and Bill Monroe in “Man of Constant Sorrow”; Johnny Cash and Roger
Miller in “Off Your Mind.” And that’s
just for starters. Look deeper (or listen)
and you’ll hear The Beatles, The Byrds,
The Everly Brothers and The Beach
Boys. Dwight stands on the shoulders
of his musical giants, hooting and swaggering like only he can. Within that

cadre of influences and songs, there’s
an encompassing sense of hope in
Dwight’s distinctive Kentucky croon,
from the resilient opening track “In Another World” to the transcendent ballad
“Believe” to the poetic, Faulkner-like
“V’s of Birds,” which closes the album.
“Not by design, but hope became the
theme of this album,” says Dwight, now
back on the topic of his new record.
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Dwight at work in
the studio on his
new album, Second Hand Heart

PERF BY JOHN SHEARER/AP/CORBIS; IN STUDIO COURTESY DWIGHT YOAKAM FACEBOOK

“Hopefully, singing
is an experience
that allows us
to feel a sense
of rebirth about
ourselves.
Singing does
that for me.
Joyful noise.”

dwight yoakam continued
“There were a lot of tangent sorties, for
lack of a better word, pathways that led
to the journey’s end of this album.”
At this point, Dwight pauses for
about 10 seconds, which feels like an
eternity. But he’s not waiting for a
question. He’s thinking. And thinking.
And thinking, until . . .
“My songs are not specifically about
the literal. The only song I’ve ever written literally was ‘Floyd County’ [from
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1988’s Buenas Noches From a Lonely
Room] about the death of my grandfather and going to Floyd County,
Kentucky, to attend the funeral and be
there with my mother and aunts and
uncle. I wrote that song in one of the
most literal ways in terms of chronicling an actual event in my life. Other
than that, I don’t think there’s ever
been another song I’ve written from a
literal experience. My songs have been
composites of the collective experi-

ences I’ve had throughout my life and
others’ experiences that I’ve witnessed.
Loss, loss of a lover, loss of a relationship, loss of a loved one. In Second
Hand Heart, there’s that, but more the
expression of the belief in finding and
realizing a rebirth of hope. I don’t want
to project onto it too much. It’s music
that coalesced on its own in this moment with this record.”
Dwight pauses again. After a
lengthy silence, his tone changes

“Don’t fight the inevitable. Don’t say no to yes. Be open
to the journey taking you places you didn’t plan.”
from enlightening to pensive.
“I hope the album gives joy and
a sense of belonging to anyone who
hears it. We all can connect on something universal emotionally, and that’s
the emotional expression of music.
Being something that releases us
from feeling hopeless, even if it’s for
a second, and being humorous about
this world and this life. The old Hank
[Williams] Sr., Luke the Drifter idea of
‘I’ll never get out of this world alive.’
None of us do, in fact, stay here forever, and we’re not alone. That’s what
I’m trying to say about it. There’s no
conscious intent. There’s no design.
It’s not a concept album. It’s a collection of disparate songs that have a
collective emotional response to each
other. When you play them together
like this. It’s all something from inside
of me in this moment now expressing
itself and probably more a reminder

to me. I wasn’t writing it as a pompous admonition to you or anyone else,
probably just reminding myself. This
album just kind of made itself. I’ve
had that before to a degree once, but
probably not since Guitars, Cadillacs.
It’s the only other album I can think of
that had this self-realized journey.”
Much of that journey took place in
L.A.’s revered Capitol Studios, Studio
B, where artists like Ray Charles and
Dwight’s hero Buck Owens recorded
in the ’50s and ’60s. Dwight and his
band—Brian Whelan (keyboard/guitar), Eugene Edwards (lead guitar),
Jonathan Clark (bass), Mitch Marine
(drums)—cut many of tracks in between
gigs as they crossed the country on Eric
Church’s The Outsiders World Tour. Not
only that, but the record was also made
without Auto-Tune or time correction
(vouches Grammy-winning engineer
Chris Lord-Alge). That’s because no

one—no one—sings like The Dwight
Yoakam. And no one gives a more interesting interview than The Mad Hatter.
“What’s Frank Zappa’s great quote?”
asks Dwight with a guttural belly
laugh as we’re wrapping up the interview. “Talking [writing] about music
is like dancing about architecture. And
that’s the best I could do today. Dance
for you about architecture. So I apologize if I haven’t made much sense.
Let me tell you this about the album,”
Dwight continues as he exhales deeply.
“Every moment in the studio making
this record was a joyful blessing. I’m
a lucky guy to get to do this and make
my living making music, performing
and making this record. Thank you for
allowing me to do this. I hope everyone enjoys it.”
Dwight may be mad, but he’s still
the best kind, and he got that way by
following his instincts. CW
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